
Maths 
Fractions 
Find and recognise half, quarter and three-quarters, thirds and 

whole, unit and non-unit fractions, counting in fractions    

Time 
Recognise and know o’clock, half past, quarter past/to, tell the 

time past and to the hour, tell the time to 5 minutes. 

Statistics 
Make tally charts, understand tables and block graphs, draw and 

interpret pictograms 

Position and Direction 
Describe movement and turns 

Art – Sculpture (Treasure Chests)  
Different techniques for making shapes using clay  

Making clay treasure chests 

Painting on clay 

 
DT – Pizzas  
Use basic principles of a healthy and varied diet to prepare 

dishes.  

Understand where food comes from. 

Explore bread bases and pizza toppings. 

Make their own pizza. 

Science 
Materials 
Identifying materials, comparing the suitability of a variety of 

everyday materials for particular uses, find out how shapes of 

solid objects made from some materials can be changed and to 

learn about William Addis. 

Plants 
Find out what plants need to grow and stay healthy, know that 

plants may grow from seeds or bulbs, know that seeds and bulbs 

need to be planted at particular times of the year and will 

germinate and grow at different rates, know that mature plants 

may have flowers which then develop into seeds, berries and 

fruits and to learn about Agnes Arber.  

English  
Personal Recount 

Report 

Instructions 

In Character 

Narrative (classic)  

 

SPAG: 
Suffixes: -ness, -er, -ful, -less 

Consolidation of word classes, apostrophe for contraction and 

possession, punctuation, spelling 

Music (Sing Up) 
Charlie Chaplin and drumming with Swindon Muslc Hub 

Tańczymy labada 

PSHE: (Jigsaw scheme of work) 
 

Relationships 
Family, exploring physical contact (consent), friends and conflict, 

good and bad secrets, trusting and appreciating each other and 

celebrating our own special relationships  

 

Changing Me 
Life cycles in nature, growing from young to old and the changes 

that the body goes through, boys’ and girls’ bodies, assertiveness 

and looking ahead to the future.  

 

Pirates 
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Geography: 
Use compass directions (N, E, S, W) to describe locations and 

features on a map 

Devise simple maps 

Use and construct basic symbols in a key 

Use directional and locational language to describe locations and 

routes on a map 

Describe in relation to the poles and equator 

 

History: 
Know the difference between a privateer and a pirate 

Know the difference between a pirate and an explorer 

Know who Anne Bonney, Francis Drake and Blackbeard were and 

compare the differences between them 

Describe what life was like as a pirate 

RE 
How and why do we celebrate special and sacred times? 

Easter (Christianity) 

Id-ul-Fitr (Islam) 

How should we care for others and the world, and why 

does it matter? 

What makes us valuable and unique? Caring and treating 

others as we would like to be treated. Creation and 

examples of amazing things in nature. Good and bad 

examples of the state of the Earth today. 

Computing  
Purple Mash 

Unit 2.6 Creating Pictures  

Typing Skills 

Beebots 

Project Evolve 

Managing Online Information, Copyright and Ownership and 

Health, Well-being and Lifestyle and Online Relationships  

PE 
Invasion Games 

Net and Wall Games 

Striking and Fielding 

Athletics 



 


